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have been preserved, namely Lob and Katak ; but of the rest no name or trace remains; all
are buried under the sand/ 12 The name Lop was all that survived during the centuries which
followed until cultivation was once more resumed at the site of Charkhlik. We have already seen
that the name had both a wider and a more confined local application, and it is, perhaps, not mere
chance that the small fishermen's village, some thirty-six miles to the north of Charkhlik, which is
now specifically known as Lop (Map No. 57. B. 2), is among all the settlements of the Lopliks or
* Lop people' the one nearest to the * town of Lop*3 as Marco Polo knew it
Use of
Kbotan-
Sha-chou
I can find no distinct and certain reference to the Charkhlik oasis in such historical records as
we possess of the Tarim Basin during the five centuries which intervened between the close of
rOTte"after Pang control of that region and Marco Polo's passage about a.d. 1273-4. But that the great
Tang times, southern route from Khotan to Sha-chou, which passed through it, must have been in use during
tills long period, at least intermittently, is proved by the numerous embassies from Khotan to the
Chinese Imperial Court of which the-Annals from the accession of the Posterior Chin to the close
of the Sung Dynasty (a«d. 936-1126) have preserved us some records.13 An account of the route
followed is, however, only given in the case of the return mission which the Emperor Kao-tsu
dispatched to Khotan in a. d. 938.14 From this we see that the mission after leaving Sha-chou must
have travelled westwards, not by the route through the desert, but by the alternative one which
skirts the high northern slopes of the Altm-tagh between Nan-hu and Bash-kurghan, and, after
descending towards the Lop-nor depression, joins the former route near Miran.15 We shall discuss
this route presently. The territory crossed west of Sha-chou is described as held by the tribe of
the Chung-yiln. The mission on its progress is said to have arrived at the ' town of Ta-tcun \ and
physical conditions make it difficult to look for a * town * elsewhere than at the foot of the mountains.
But whether Charkhlik or some oasis further west is meant cannot be determined.153-
Khotan
route in
Tmg
Safe ground is again reached for tracing the earlier history of Charkhlik in a record of the
T'aeg period. The itinerary given by the Tcang Annals for the route from Sha-chou to Khotan,
of which M. Chavannes has published extracts,16 informs us that * 300 li to the south of the lake
Purdfang |H H (Lop-nor) is the garrison of Skik-cK&ng ;g jjjjg or the ** Stone Town " ; this is the
kingdom of Lou-Ian j^ ]|| of the Han epoch ; it is also called Shan-shaft f|^ ||; 200 li further
west one reaches HsinrcKfag or the " New Town "/17 Hsin-ch*eng, as we have already shown from
the evidence furnished by the subsequent itinerary to Chil-mo or Charchan, must be identified with
Va$h-shahiils It appears to me equally certain that the * Stone Townf is to be located at Charkhlik.19
I am led to this identification not only by the distance of 200 li counted eastwards from the ' New
Town' or Vish-shahri, but also by the reckoning of 300 li south of Lop-nor; three daily marches
aggregating over 64 miles are reckoned now from Charfchlik to Abdal on the Tarim, near which
the westernmost part of the Lop-nor marshes may be said to begin.
Localioarf
Special importance must be attached to the definite statement that the place was also called
Town9,
 m C£	and Ross, 2&ti&*-XaMB, p. 295.    Tlie
Kafakt whidh HinS HaWar repeatedly couples with Lob
pp. jo, 52, 64, 406), and which has been <Hs-
by Mr* Elks, &£, pp. 11 sq*, note, is la all probability
ootaecfed with the term k&tek-skakri.   This is still generally
la a T^gtts fashion to any ruins or *dd towns* (££**-
or imagined to exist in the desert* throughout
the	fwrtkm of theTtrttn Basin; cf. below, dmp. sti^
iec* i    Tfeere	good reason to assume that the term is
itfee	applied to die dead trees wtacfa are
ilongdtyrimH^^
 13 Cf. R&nusat, Vilh de Kh&tan, pp. 73-100*
^Cf* regarding this mission  also  Ancient Khoian,   \.
p. 178.
lfi See Maps No& 61, 64, 65, 68, 71, 75, 79-
*» For Torfnn cf. also above, p. 299, note 36*
ls See aboves p, 298, note 32 ; 306, note 4 ; App. A.
17	C£ Chavannes, Voyage d& Song Ywt, p. 13, note,
18	See above* p. 306.
** The Identity of the (Stone Town* with Charkhlik has
been correctly recognized already by Dr- Herrmann; cf.
p* 100.    See also Desert Cafhqp9 i. p. 345.

